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A Different Way to Start Your Day by Tony Parr
A recent study done by IDC
Research, revealed that 80
percent of all respondents
reach for their phone within the
first 15 minutes of waking. Of that 80 percent, 62
percent reach for the phone immediately.
THAT WAS ME. Email and news (mostly bad
news) to start my day.
So, I asked myself, how many times has looking at
my phone first thing in the morning made my day
better? The answer was ZERO.
Now, every morning, I read something spiritual,
philosophical and motivational. Then I’ll journal
on a topic. It’s my morning “digital detox.”

HOW DO I STICK TO IT?
My brain is very effective at remembering to brew
my morning cup of coffee. I took advantage of
this routine to “stack on” my new routine. Now,
while my coffee is brewing and my phone is still
on my nightstand, I read Daily Bible Verses and
Devotionals by Charles Stanley and The Daily Stoic
(and companion Stoic Journal) by Ryan Holiday.
LIFE IS BETTER AND I’D LIKE YOURS TO
BE ALSO. I HAVE TEN COPIES OF EACH
BOOK FOR THE FIRST TEN PEOPLE THAT
EMAIL ME.
Digitally Detoxified,
TP.

WE HELP OUR CLIENTS ACHIEVE:
CLARITY. Get your arms around
all your financial affairs. It is also
the capacity to see your situation
in fresh and revealing ways and to
identify issues often overlooked.

CONFIDENCE. Know that you
have a plan in place and that you
are on track in pursuit of your
life’s goals.

STRUCTURE. Have your
financial affairs thoughtfully and
thoroughly organized, guided by
a highly-trained and qualified
team of professionals.

ARE YOU LIVING YOUR
LIFE ON PURPOSE?
by Brian McKnight
Why, day in and day out, do you do the
things that you do? Because you have to?
Because you want to? Because you’ve had
the same routine for years and it’s easy?
Financial security, stability, and creature
comforts are all important. But feeling that
your life has purpose will become more and
more critical to your emotional and physical
well-being as you age — especially when you
finally retire.
A HEALTHY SENSE OF PURPOSE.
Research into the area of human wellbeing draws a distinction between happiness
(experiencing pleasure and avoiding pain)
and the feelings of meaning and self-worth
that we derive from our lives(1). Too often, we
focus on the former and neglect the latter. This
is why the sheen wears off so quickly from a
big-ticket purchase. Buying a new car or bigscreen TV gives us a quick hit of pleasure. But
sooner rather than later, new things become
just more things that we’ve accumulated.
Researchers have also found that people
who feel like their lives have purpose
live longer and show decreased risk of
cardiovascular problems(2). And as you age
and prepare for retirement, living with purpose
helps to limit your risk of cognitive problems,
such as Alzheimer’s(3).
THE PURPOSE OF WORK AND FAMILY.
Most of us tie purpose to the things that
we spend the majority of our time doing:
working and raising our families.
A doctor who has to deal with ill people
and mortality might not consider her job
“happy” all the time. But helping people gives
her that critical sense of purpose that rounds
out her feelings of well-being.
Taking care of children will, at times,
make even the most patient parents want
to pull their own hair out. But feelings of
love, connection, and responsibility make
both happy family vacations and frustrating
afternoons in timeout purposeful.
If you feel like your life is lacking purpose,
start by looking for misalignment in these
two areas. Is your job “just a job” that pays

the bills? How could you pivot to a career
that uses your unique gifts and skills to create
purpose? Or are you working so hard that
you’re missing key family events, which are
also critical to your sense of purpose?
IT’S NEVER TOO LATE.
Research indicates that senior citizens
frequently cite “dying with their music still in
them” as one of the biggest areas of regret
when they look back on their lives, meaning,
chances they didn’t take, ideas they never
pursued, or opportunities they watched pass
by. It’s not money they’re regretting, it’s the
sense of purpose they missed out on that
would have improved their Return on Life.
Of course, not everybody can have that
“perfect” job. But even in those situations,
think of it not so much about the work you
do, but “who you bring” to the work you do.
And it’s never to late to find that purpose.
Even seniors can discover new passions
that will give their golden years purpose if
they approach retirement with an active,
enthusiastic mindset.
If you’re having trouble getting started, try
asking yourself, “Why do I get out of bed in
the morning?” Is it to take care of your family?
If so, then consider planning a family vacation
for the summer. Coaching your child’s youth
sports team. Turning dinner time into a group
cooking activity. Or setting a regular monthly
date night with your spouse.
If you find purpose in helping those in need,
consider finding a volunteer position for a few
hours a week.
Do you like to express yourself? Then
perhaps start a blog or a digital photography
website that you can work on in your free time.
Turn that spare bedroom into a craft room.
And if you think your purpose is simply to
make more money? Remember, money is a
means, not an end.
We encourage you to come in and talk to
us so that we can start a new dialogue about
how your investment plan can help you get
the best, most purposeful life possible with
the money you have.

Sources: 1. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11148302 2. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26630073
3. https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapsychiatry/fullarticle/210648

TEAM HAPPENINGS...
4 EMILY D. Saying goodbye
to Minnesota winters, looking
forward to what spring has in
store!

5 JOHN, JJ (Son 6), and
Nellie (3) finally cleared
off the pond this year and
enjoyed winter skating on it.

6 MARISSA and her
fiancé Mitch cheering on
the MN Wild.

6 NELSON. Celebrating a
Timberwolves WIN with team
mates and mama Christine.

6 KATIE. Celebrated her
5th wedding anniversary at
Universal Studios in Florida.

5 PATTI. Looking forward
to warmer months and
celebrating two more
summer weddings!

6 ALLIE. Erica, Allie’s sister,
recently got engaged so Allie
has been busy helping with
wedding planning as
the Maid of Honor!

6 CHRIS. Ready for summer
family fun time.

5 TONY. As a prudent
measure of risk control,
Tony decided not to take the
avalanche run in Alta, Utah.

6 EMILY N. and two friends
enjoying Palm Springs before
graduating from University of
St. Thomas.

3 BRIAN and family couldn’t
get enough of the snow in
MN, so spent Spring break at
Mammouth Mountains.

INFLATION: Did Somebody Say Transitory? Intro by Nelson Moen
One of the terms being discussed all over the United States is inflation. Simply put, inflation is a
general increase in prices of goods and services in an economy. Over the past 50 years inflation
has averaged 3.9% per year, which is why we don’t see $0.25 cups of coffee anymore (and I’m not
talking about your Venti Iced Americano with vanilla and oat milk).
Currently inflation is running extremely hot — levels we haven’t seen since the 1980’s. On a year
over year basis, inflation is running at more than twice the long-term average. In March, it came in at
8.5% and consumers have noticed this every time they head to the grocery store or fill up their car.
Is this the new normal or will things slow down?
We believe the answer is a little bit of both. Inflation is an all-encompassing word that can be broken
down into its smaller components and in some cases higher inflation may be here to stay (sticky)
and in others we anticipate things to slow down (transitory).
STICKY:
• Shelter (rent): As interest rates rise, it becomes more expensive to build and finance new
apartments or homes. That means rent prices are likely to continue to rise.
• Restaurants, hotels and transportation: There is currently a gap of ~5.3M between open jobs
and people actively looking for work.* That translates to higher wages and expenses for operating
these businesses and as a result prices could stay elevated.
TRANSITORY:
• Energy: Global inventories have fallen and the oil supply has been impacted by the war in
Ukraine and subsequent sanctions on Russia. As other oil producers increase output and supply
restabilizes, we expect to see energy prices stabilize.
• Vehicles: A shortage in the chips that are needed to produce the modern-day car has led to lack
of inventory and dramatically higher prices, however, as the chip production ramps up, we believe
the unprecedented rise in car prices will slow.
• Food: Supply chain issues are still being worked out as we climb out from the global pandemic but
once they do, we anticipate the food prices to level out.
Inflation looks to be on pace to run above its long term trend for the near future, however as we
look off into the distance we should start to see these numbers gradually come down to a more
normal level.
*https://www.linkedin.com/newsletters/notes-on-the-week-ahead-6896445405379248128
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SUCCESSFUL SPRING
CLEANING AND
DECLUTTERING TIPS

by Patti Kavanagh
SPRING CLEANING! It brings thoughts of
birds chirping, 60-degree weather, garage sales,
and the annual attempt to remove salt scars
from your cars’ Weather Tech floor mats.
After two years of varying degrees of isolation, I find myself motivated to do some mental decluttering.
Life goals have shifted from checking the shelf life of my canned goods to repurposing my actions and
time to devote more to what’s most important in life and those I love. Perhaps nothing new below, just
essential reminders to all those we care for —
ELECTRONIC DETOX!
Social Media —
 Studies show Americans spend a quarter of their day browsing social networks.
It’s time to get your time back with mental focus. Ditch the phone for eight hours!
Unused Apps — Go ahead and delete all those unused apps that don’t bring happiness.
Notifications — Turn them off! There is no value in knowing every time you get a Facebook message.
Email —
 Try and not check email from your phone when you first get up in the morning. I developed
this bad habit early in the pandemic— I’m a professed junkie! I know there’s at least one other person
on the team that can relate...you know who you are.
Podcasts, music, or audible — Instead of social media, try listening to something new!
Some recent favorites from the team:
1. Will, Will Smith (book on audible)		
3. On Purpose with Jay Shetty
2. Who Not How, Dan Sullivan & Ben Hardy
4. TED Talks Daily
BECOME BODY WISE
Sleep — Critical for the brain waste removal system and boosting immunity, new guidelines suggest that
adults get between 7 to 9 hours of sleep per night!
Harness Those Negative Thoughts. Are your thoughts and beliefs helping you or hurting you? Being
more optimistic reduces cardiovascular disease, lowers blood pressure and allows better coping skills.
Endorphins — Walk, run, swim...increasing blood flow helps memory and focus. Even if you only do
something for 10 minutes a day!
Brain Food — Foods like Salmon, nuts, and eggs are high in Omega 3 fatty acids and antioxidant helping
build and maintain a healthy body. Thankfully coffee and dark chocolate also make the list.
Declutter — Cleaning and decluttering help mitigate depression, anxiety, and negative thoughts.
Clean your space and clean your mind.
TAKE LIFE’S MENTAL INVENTORY
Decision fatigue is a real condition. Declutter your mind by asking yourself what is most important.
Ask yourself: Is this task vital? Does it matter to me, or someone I love? If the answer is no, it’s a
distraction you can cross off your list. Bring only the things that continue to inspire you.

NOW FOR SOME TRIED AND TRUE TRICKS-OF-THETRADE TO HELP YOU SPRING CLEAN...
1. REMOVE WATER STAINS WITH LEMON FOR
A NATURAL FAUCET FIX
Make faucets clean and sparkly by rubbing a
lemon half on the water stains. The citric acid
helps remove hard water marks.
2. USE WHITE VINEGAR TO BEAT SHOWER
AND FAUCET HEAD BUILDUP
Fill a plastic bag with white vinegar, secure it over
the showerhead or faucet with a rubber band and
leave it overnight to get rid of buildup.
3. CLEAN STAINLESS STEEL SINKS WITH
BAKING SODA
Simply wet your sink and faucet, sprinkle baking
soda, and scrub with a sponge. If you need more
heavy-duty scrubbing power, add salt to the
baking soda.
4. USE NEWSPAPER TO CLEAN DIRTY
WINDOWS AND MIRRORS
Mix ¼ cup of white vinegar, 2 cups of water, and
2 teaspoons of liquid soap into a spray bottle.
Spray the mixture onto the glass and scrub with
newspaper for a streak-free window or mirror.
5. STEAM CLEAN THE MICROWAVE
Fill a large microwave-safe bowl with 1 cup of
water and several tablespoons of vinegar. Turn the
appliance on high for several minutes or until the
solution boils and the window is steamy, then let
it cool for five minutes before opening the door.
Remove and wipe the inside and outside with
a sponge.

6. UNPACK AND STACK YOUR SPRING/
SUMMER CLOTHES VERTICALLY
Vertically stacking your folded clothes, gives you
easier access and reminds you what you have in
your drawers. You can stack your clothes inside
shoeboxes to keep tidy rows. (Tony actually
does this!)
7. CLEAN YOUR GRILL WITH AN ONION
First, heat it up and spray some white vinegar
onto the grates to help loosen the residue. Then,
scrub the area firmly using half an onion. The acid
from the onion will rid your grill of any leftover
remnants.
8. USE A WINDOW SQUEEGEE TO SCRAPE PET
HAIR FROM YOUR CARPET OR RUG
A great tool for gripping and removing pet hair
from your rug is the rubber edge of a squeegee.
Finish by running the vacuum to catch any hair still
on the surface.
9. FRESHEN UP THE KITCHEN SINK
Try running a couple of lemon rind slivers through
your garbage disposal and follow with cold water
to get rid of any unwanted odors.
10. REORGANIZE THE JUNK DRAWER
Once you empty out your drawer, suck out dust
and crumbs with your vacuum’s nozzle. Toss what
you don’t need, has expired or is even too junky
for the junk drawer. A nonslip liner will help keep
everything in place.

CALLING ALL GENTLY USED SHOES!
A great way to help declutter your closet AND
give back to your community is to donate your
gently worn shoes.

IT’S EASY. Simply collect your new or gently-used
footwear including sneakers, sports shoes, casual shoes,
boots, flip flops, ice skates, etc. Encourage your friends, relatives
and neighbors to do the same. Tie or band them together, place them in a plastic bag to keep them
dry. Your shoes can either be dropped off at The Parr McKnight Wealth Management Group office,
or you can give us a call and we’ll arrange a pick up!
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HOPE SEES THE INVISIBLE, FEELS THE INTANGIBLE,
AND ACHIEVES THE IMPOSSIBLE. – Harriet Bee
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